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MR. STEPHEN PHILLIPS'S "ULYSSES. 

A new poem or play from the author of "Marpessa" is a 

literary event of importance, and attracts at once the critic as 

well as the reader. This play has been awaited with especial 
interest, perhaps because Mr. Phillips had already displayed 

felicity and power in handling Greek themes. The events of 

the "Odyssey," or such of them as Mr. Phillips could use 

upon the stage, are compressed into three acts, introduced by 
a prologue on Mt. Olympus, the Homeric home of the gods. 

Here Athene prevails with Zeus against Poseidon, and wins 

permission for Ulysses to return home. The prologue can 

hardly be considered entirely successful; but the poet quickly 
makes amends in Act I., Scene i, where a clear Homeric pic 
ture is given of the insolence of the suitors at the palace of 

Ulysses, of the impotent indignation and shame of Telema 

chus, now come to manhood, and of the despair of the much 

patient Penelope. The scene closes with Penelope, left alone, 

stretching out her arms in the twilight, and crying : 

Where art thou, husband? Dost thou lie even now 

Helpless with coral, and swaying as the sea sways? 
Or dost thou live, and art with magic held 

By some strange woman on a lone sea isle? 

Yet we are bound more close than by a charm; 

By fireside plans and counsel in the dawn? 

Like gardeners have we watched a growing child. 

Thy son is tall, thou wilt be glad of him ; 
All is in order; by the fire thy chair, 

Thy bed is smoothed, but now these hands have left it. 

Thou knowest the long years I have not quailed, 
True to a vision, steadfast to a dream, 

Indissolubly married to remembrance; 
But now I am so driven, I faint at last! 

Why must my beauty madden all these wolves? 

Why have the gods thus guarded my first bloom? 

Why am I fresh, why young, if not for thee? 

Come, come, Ulysses! Burn back through the world! 

Come, take the broad seas in one mighty leap, 
And rush upon this bosom with a cry, 

Ere 'tis too late, at the last, last instant come! 
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Scene 2, in Calypso's isle, is idyllic rather than dramatic, 
and contains some of the best poetry of the piece, vying in 

this respect with the final scene of the last act. The spell 
which Calypso, who is here endowed with the magic of 

Circe, has wrought upon the hero is well portrayed in the 

following lines, which betray doubtless the influence of Ten 

nyson's "Lotus-Eaters." 

Calypso. Art thou content then, utterly content? 

Ulysses. I'll drift no more upon the dreary sea. 

No yearning have I now, and no desire. 

Here would I be at ease upon this isle 

Set in the glassy ocean's azure swoon, 

With sward of parsley and of violet, 

And poplars shivering in a silvery dream, 
And smell of cedar sawn, and sandal wood, 
And these low-crying birds that haunt the deep. 

But when Ulysses, released from the spell of Calypso by 
the wand of Hermes, longs once more for home, he speaks 

thus, in lines that have the note of distinction which espe 

cially characterizes Mr. Phillips as a poet: 

Calypso. We fence and fence about ; tell me the truth, 

Why are you mad for home? I'll have the truth, 

Once and once only, but the living truth. 

Ulysses (in a wild burst). Then have the truth; 
I speak as a man speaks; 
Pour out my heart like treasure at your feet. 

This odorous, amorous isle of violets, 
That leans all leaves into- the glassy deep, 

With brooding music over noontide moss, 
And low dirge of the lily-swinging bee,? 
Then stars like opening eyes on closing flowers? 

Rolls on my heart. Ah, God ! that I might see 

Gaunt Ithaca stand up out of the surge, 
Yon lashed and streaming rocks, and sobbing crags, 
The screaming gull and the wild-flying cloud? 

To see far off the smoke of my own hearth, 

To smell far out the glebe of my own farms, 
To spring alive upon her precipices, 
And hurl the singing spear into the air; 
To scoop the mountain torrent dn my 'hand, 
And plunge into the midnight of her pines; 
To look into the eyes of her who bore me, 
And clasp his knees who 'gat me in his joy 
Prove if my son be like my dream of him. 

We two have played and tossed each other words; 
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Goddess and mortal we have met and kissed. 

Now am I ready for silence and for tears, 
For the earthly voice that breaks at earthly ills, 
The mortal hands that make and smooth the bed. 
I am an-hungered for that human breast, 

That bosom a hive of sweet memories? 

There to lay my head before I die, 

There, there to be, there only, there at last! 

From the beginning to the end of the scene the goddess 

Calypso is pure woman, but in this respect not unhomeric. 

We think of Homer's Nausicaa when we read: 

Remember me a little when thou comest 

To thine own country. Say farewell to me, 
Not to the thought of me! 

Act II., the descent to Hades to consult the shade of the 
seer Teiresias, I do not care for. It is not Homeric, but a trip 
to a very land of shadows. The spectacular doubtless im 

poses on the one who sees it, but it does not impress the reader 

who knows his Homer. 

Scene i of Act III., representing the awakening of Ulysses 
on the island of Ithaca, is very good, and lines like the follow 

ing well express the rapture of the Homeric warrior home 

again after twenty years : 

O verdure to the sea-man that's come home! 

O light upon the land where I was born! 

0 dear, dear Earth, thou warm mother of me, 
Art glad, art glad, in tihy brown bosom; here 

1 kiss and kiss thee; here I fling me down 

And roll and clasp and cover me with thee! 

And the patient wife, who has been waiting all these twenty 

years, we feel is worthy of this returned wanderer?then be 

fore her unbeknownst?as she replies to the haughtiest of the 

suitors: 

Splendid Antinous, I tell thee this: 

That if my husband on this moment came 

In by that door, even as yon beggar man, 

So bowed, so worn, so ragged, and so fallen, 
Him would I rather catch unto this (heart 

And hold his holy ruins in my arms, 

Than touch thee in thy glory and thy strength. 

The slaughter of the suitors may be on Mr. Phillips's stage 

splendidly spectacular, but a reader would be better satisfied 
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wTith the Greek device of a great description of it?say to 

Penelope, who was not present in Homer?from the mouth 
of an eyewitness, after the manner of the Exangelus in the 
" 

dipus Tyrannus" of Sophocles, or of the ?ngelus in the 

"Medea" of Euripides. Here it is all in the stage directions. 
At the close Ulysses says (solemnly) : 

First unto Zeus and to Athene praise! 
Go all of you apart! even thou, my son, 
And leave me with Penelope alone. 

Then Athene, who also departs, says to the hero: 

Thou art come home, Ulysses! Now farewell! 

For violated laws are here avenged, 
And I, who brought thee through those bitter years, 
Those bitter years which make this moment sweet, 

I, even, in this moment have no share. 

Now, according to the stage directions, "Ulysses and Pe 

nelope slowly approach each other across the hall, with rapt 

gaze, hesitatingly." Then she is folded to his breast in silence, 
while the voice of the Minstrel is heard without, repeating 
the words of the song from the first act, 

And she shall fall upon his breast 

With never a spoken word. 

Doubtless that seems all very well on the stage, but the 

reader cannot help recalling the great recognition scene in 

the twenty-third "Odyssey," where, after Ulysses's unfolding 
of the secret of the couch built by himself, Penelope exclaims 

at last: 

Now I believe against my own belief. 

And Homer goes on: 

She ending a desire of weeping bred 

Within him, and in tears the noble chief 

Clasped his true wife, exulting in their glorious grief. 

Sweet as to swimmers the dry land appears, 

Whose bark Poseidon in the angry sea 

Strikes with a tempest, and in pieces tears, 

And a few swimmers from the white deep flee, 

Crusted with salt foam, and with tremulous knee 

Spring to the sihore exulting; even so 

Sweet was her husband to Penelope, 
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Nor from his neck could she at all let go 
Her white arms, nor forbid her thickening tears to flow. 

After reading the play three times, I must confess to feeling 
still something of disappointment, though less than at the 

first reading. I have always said that "Paolo and Francesca" 
was a more beautiful poem, though less strong as a drama, 
than "Herod." Simply as a poem, I do not feel "Ulysses" 
quite so much as I do "Paolo and Francesca," and as a drama 

"Herod" appeals to me more powerfully. Here, of course, 
the inevitable contrast with Homer is ever present, and this 

makes it harder for Mr. Phillips to cast his spell over the 

reader. And so Mr. Mabie's verdict seems sound: "The im 

pression of the play as a whole is one of beauty, overshad 

owed by the consciousness that the material seems to demand 

another kind of treatment." One is still sure that Mr. Phil 

lips is a poet far above the ordinary; it is not so clear that he 

is a great playwright, and the danger is that the poet may 
suffer at the hands of the playwright. He may?and he may 
not?win permanent fame as a dramatist; as a writer of dra 

matic idylls he would succeed greatly; and certainly "Mar 

pessa" remains still his greatest performance. 
It is interesting to hear that "Paolo and Francesca" and 

"Ulysses" are now holding the boards in two London thea 

ters, and drawing so well that they are likely to run through 
out the coronation season, though a London critic attributes 

the success of the dramas to their spectacular splendor. 
Charles Forster Smith. 
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